
Calculation of e-values: case study (part 1)
All proteins included in tribes : 25

Pex : 5
Non Pex : 20

We have a tribe of 10:

What is the probability of having exactly 3 Pex in that tribe ?

What is the probability of ‘drawing’ this:
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= 0.00197628
~2 in a thousand

The order of the     does not matter > . The first    has 10 slots available
. The second    has 9 slots available
. The third    has 8 slots available
. The rest is filled by    = 1 possibility only

> There is 10 x 9 x 8 x 1 = 720 permutations of the proteins in the tribe

+ it doesn’t matter which one of the 3     drawn fills each position : . 3 available    to fill position #1
. 2 available    to fill position #2
. 1 available    to fill position #3

So there is 3 x 2 x 1 = 6 permutations that are equivalent 

And there is in fact = 120 ways to organize 3    Pex in a tribe of 10
10 x 9 x 8 x 1

3 x 2 x 1 A

B C
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From the pool of 25 proteins?



Calculation of e-values: case study (part 2)

In summary we have : .120 ways to organize 3 Pex in a tribe of 10
. Each way has a 0.00197626 probability to occur

> Total probability of 120 x 0.00197626 = 0.23715 to get a tribe of 10 with 3 pex

Some R code to calculate this:

# initialize the variables

N<-(25) #Total number of proteins included in all tribes
A<-B<-C<-(1) #counters (see green boxes on previous slide)
n<-(10) #Number of proteins in the tribe of interest
k<-(3) #Number of proteins with the property (Pex) in the tribe of interest
K<-(5) #Total number of proteins with the property (Pex) in all tribes

for (i in 0:(k-1)) {A<-A*((n-i)/(i+1))} #Here: A= 120
for (i in 0:(k-1)) {B<-B*((K-i)/(N-i))} #Here: B= 0.004347826
for (i in k:(n-1)) {C<-C*((N-i-K+k)/(N-i))} #Here: C= 0.4545455 and B*C =0.0019762

print (A*B*C) #probability of having 3 Pex in a tribe of 10 = 0.2371542



Calculation of e-values: case study (part 3)

We are interested in the probability to get at least 3 pex in a tribe of 10

= P(get 3 pex) + P(get 2 pex) + P(get 1 pex) + P(get 0 pex)

= 0.23715 + P(get 2 pex) + P(get 1 pex) + P(get 0 pex)

A simple way to get this result is loop through the previous R code with k=0; k=1; k=2 and k=3 and sum everything:

N<-(25)
n<-(10)
k<-(3)
K<-(5)
p<-(0) #variable to store the final probability

for (j in 1:k){ #counter to loop through 1 to k
A<-B<-C<-(1)
for (i in 0:(j-1)) {A<-A*((n-i)/(i+1))}
for (i in 0:(j-1)) {B<-B*((K-i)/(N-i))}
for (i in j:(n-1)) {C<-C*((N-i-K+j)/(N-i))}
p<-p+A*B*C}

C<-(1) #calculates separately the case k=0
k<-(0)
for (i in k:(n-1)) {C<-C*((N-i-K+k)/(N-i))}

p<-p+C #sums k=0 and output of the loop from 1 to k
#in the example p=0.9359684 having at least 3 pex in 10



Calculation of e-values: case study (part 4)

To get the full list of score for all tribes in a genome, repeat the previous calculation for
- every combination of n (tribe sizes) and k (number of positives per tribe) in your genome
- every K (total number of positive proteins in genomes, equivalent to “every property of interest”

Match calculations with the actual tribes and properties > done!


